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Type Part №
Segment 

length [m]
Dimensions

[mm]
Cross section

[cm²]
Unit weight 

[kg/m]
Segment weight

[kg]

KOS-L 804K07 2,5 160 × 240 384 14,2 35,5

Application
The KOS-L rubber sealed suction duct is designed for capturing the vehicle exhaust fumes by means of the mobile balanc-
ing extractor – type OBP/P which is moving along the duct. The trolley displacement proceeds while the vehicle is pulling 
the hose with nozzle (clamped on the vehicle’s exhaust pipe).

Structure
The KOS-L duct consists of steel segments of length 1,25 m or 2,5 m joined together to any required length, depending on 
the User’s needs. Along the suction duct displaces the trolley with balancer and hose with the nozzle clamped at the vehicle 
exhaust pipe. The trolley is equipped with a shut-o�  damper which opens and closes when the hose is pulled down and is 
lifted. Therefore it is possible to apply a smaller fan, in application where to one duct are installed two or more extractors, 
and the use coincidence factor is lower than 1. The trolley � tting piece is sliding under the rubber apron, covering the perfo-
rated side wall on the whole length of the duct. The vacuum formed by extraction fan seals up the apron to the duct surface. 
The extractor is equipped with a balancer, (to lift the hose) a ratchet device � xing the hose at required length. Using the self-
release nozzle – the release mechanism disconnects the nozzle while the extraction trolley reaches  the duct end. Then 
the hose with the nozzle comes back to its home position. Whereas, in application with a non-selfrelease-nozzle it should be 
disconnected manually and it should be pulled slightly the hose to activate the balancer, which is lifting the hose up. Terminal 
rubber stoppers (� xed at the duct-ends) are braking smoothly the trolley movement, while it reaches the duct ends. The rec-
ommended height of duct mounting is 4,3 m above the � oor surface. The duct connection to the ventilation installation is 
possible to any of the duct-ends as well as to duct side wall.

Type Part №
Hose diameter 

[mm]
Hose length

[m]

Recommended 
� ow capacity

[m³/h]

Flow 
resistance

[Pa]

Weight
[kg]

OBP/P-100-6 805O34 100 6 400 1200 26,7

OBP/P-125-6 805O35 125 6 700 1300 28,7

OBP/P-150-6 805O36 150 6 1500 2000 29,8

OBP/P-125-9 805O37 125 9 700 1600 35,7

OBP/P-150-9 805O38 150 9 1500 2200 38,3

KOS-L, OBP/P

RUBBER SEALED SUCTION DUCT

MOBILE BALANCING EXTRACTORS

Rail exhaust extraction system
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Type Part № Remarks

ZK 804K87
To cover the duct end in a place 

where are not used the axial 
connector.

Sort of the � tting piece Type Part №
Diameter 

[mm]

Axial 
connector

KO 804K70 200

Rear 
universal 
confusor

KTS-U
KTSU-200

804K78
804K79

200

CONNECTORS DUCT CLOSING

Type Part № Remarks

ZSK 804K75
A set of elements to connect 
the two adjacent segments.

SEGMENT CONNECTOR

Type Part № Remarks

ZWK 804K82
Used to connect the duct with 

the wall bracket.

DUCT HANGER SET

Type Part № Remarks

WPK-2 804K86
Used to install the duct to 

the wall or column.

WALL BRACKET

Type Part № Remarks

ZG 804K31 Installed at the ends of the duct.

TERMINAL RUBBER STOPPER

Sort of 
the ending

Type Part № Remarks

ZKL 804K76 left ending

ZKP 804K77 right ending

* Mounted at the beginning of the � rst and the ending of the last duct segment.

DUCT ENDING SET *

Sort of 
the nozzle Type Part №

Connection 
diameter

[mm]

Inlet size
[mm]

Weight
[kg] Remarks

SZGO-125
SZGO-150

819S28
819S29

125
150

150
170

2,5
3,2

Circular rubber with clamp jaws, manual 
disconnection.

SZGP-100
SZGP-125

819S18
819S19

100
125

180 × 100
220 × 150

2,1
3,2 Oval rubber with clamp jaws, manual disconnection.

SZGO-125/S
SZGO-150/S

819S75
819S76

125
150

150
170

2,5
3,2

Circular rubber with clamp jaws, automatic 
disconnection by steel cable.

SZGP-100/S
SZGP-125/S

819S77
819S78

100
125

180 × 100
220 × 150

2,1
3,2

Oval rubber with clamp jaws, automatic 
disconnection by steel cable.

NOZZLES


